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Abstract: The electrochemical behavior of a giant rotaxane bearing 

10 electroactive ferrocene centers has been analyzed by both fast 

scan cyclic voltammetry and impedance measurements. The 

measurements support the hypothesis that all redox centers are not 

equivalent and display different electron transfer rate constants, which 

would arise from several possible conformations of the adsorbed 

molecule. Effectively using such systems in molecular devices thus 

necessitates to minimize or at least control those dispersions.  

Introduction 

Approaches such as those developed by Jean-Michel Savéant 
and his school greatly contributed to the understanding of electron 
transfer mechanisms inside complex systems. Those may be 
revealed by following specific observables such as peak potential 
or current in cyclic voltammetry (CV).[1] Deviations from this 
general framework often reveal interactions or heterogeneities of 
the system, as may be observed with modified electrodes. For 
example, it has been recognized from a long time that even if self-
assembly of thiolated systems onto gold surfaces produces very 
rapidly (within minutes) a large coverage, obtaining reproducible 
results necessitates long immersion times (usually one night).[2–5] 
Molecule/surface interactions and ordering indeed resort to many 
dynamic processes that cover multiple timescales, and reaching 
equilibrium may take up to a few days.[3–6] For ideal isolated redox 
centers that transfer a single electron, the CV peak should present 
a symmetric bell-shape with a full width at half maximum of 91 mV 
at room temperature.[1,7,8] This behavior is however seldom 
observed even within self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of 
rather simple systems because redox centers may interact 
together or with their matrix. Many interesting models have been 
proposed to take these interactions into account and also 
sometimes include kinetic aspects. For example, Laviron 

considered Frumkin isotherms[9] while Smith et al. calculated the 
influence of electrostatic interactions.[10] More recently, Levillain 
et al. proposed a generalized interaction model that can take into 
account random or non-random distribution of electroactive 
centers.[11–15] In all cases, the response tends towards ideality 
when the surfacic concentration decreases. Nevertheless, 
despite the care in electrode preparation, monolayers are 
sometimes not uniform, and present defects such as pinholes[16] 
or distribution of different environments or distances from the 
electrode for the redox centers.[17] Those may translate in 
distributions of apparent standard potentials E0 and kinetic rate 
constants kET

0 as examined initially by Albery and then by Murray 
for self-assembed monolayers.[18,19] Disentangling all effects 
benefits from analyzing the systems with a range of techniques. 
In this paper, we have examined in details the kinetic dispersion 
of the decaferrocenylated rotaxane 1 presented in Figure 1 
adsorbed onto a gold ultramicroelectrode. Rotaxanes represent a 
new avenue in supramolecular chemistry since they offer the 
possibility to tailor either the axle or the macrocyclic ring with 
many functions, in particular redox centers.[20] A wide field of 
potential applications are concerned, such as molecular 
electronics,[21] sensing[22] or artificial muscles[23–25] for example. 
Those systems allow to propagate an electrochemical 
perturbation over long distances through electron hopping from 
the ferrocene layer close to the electrode towards centers 
positioned at larger distances from the electrode. Practical 
applications require fast signal transduction, which translates into 
the necessity to develop adequate instrumentation and 
methodologies.[26–32] The synthesis, surface modification 
procedure and CV characterization of molecule 1 were already 
examined earlier,[33] It was demonstrated with fast scan CV that 
hopping within this structure is extremely fast and then 
transparent in the measurements. Here we will focus on the 
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complementarity of CV and impedance measurements using high 
frequencies to analyze slight kinetic deviations from ideality.  

Figure 1. Molecule 1 presents 10 ferrocene units that display ultrafast electron 

transfer with the gold electrode onto which it is anchored. 

Results and Discussion 

Figure 2. a) Cyclic voltammograms at 2000 (red) and 20000 Vs-1 (blue) of 
molecule 1 adsorbed on a gold microelectrode recorded in acetonitrile + 0.50 M 
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate. Dashed lines: fits with kET

0 = 65000  
s-1,  = 0.5 using Butler-Volmer theory. b) Dots: Trumpet plots recording the 
forward (black) and backward (blue) peak potentials at different scan rates. Red 
lines: theoretical variations according to Butler-Volmer theory with a 
predominant rate constant of kET

0 = 65000 s-1. 

Figure 2 presents a typical CV at 2000 Vs-1 acquired in acetonitrile 
+ 0.50 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate for 1 
adsorbed onto a 10400 µm2 gold ultramicroelectrode during 48 
hours. In this low scan rate regime, the peaks present a bell-
shape with a mean peak potential value of +0.239 ± 0.003 V vs 
Pt. At 20000 Vs-1, the oscillations at the potential inversions are 
due to ohmic drop compensation that is necessary to obtain 
reliable data. The molecular coverage is estimated by integration 
of oxidation and reduction peaks at Γ0 = 98 ± 3 nmolm-2. Thus 
each molecule occupies in average an area of 17.0 ± 0.4 nm2, 
confirming formation of a monolayer. The peak to peak potential 
difference at low scan rate is only 8 mV, very close to the 
theoretical one of 0 mV for ideal Nernstian systems.[1,9] At 20000 
Vs-1, the peaks shift from equilibrium position because the 
characteristic time scale of the voltammetry becomes comparable 
to the electron transfer one. CVs in the range 10-40000 Vs-1 are 
provided in Figure S1, and the corresponding peak potentials are 
reported in Figure 2b in the so-called "trumpet plots".[9] Their fit 
with Butler-Volmer theory provides an average rate constant kET

0 
= 65000  5000 s-1 at E = E0. The apparent disagreement at scan 
rates above 20000 Vs-1 is purely instrumental and caused by the 
bandwidth limitation of the electrochemical equipment. 
Nevertheless, simulation of the oxidation and reduction peaks as 
displayed in Figure 2 (dashed lines) reveals that the peak width is 
larger than the theoretical one, and that this deviation is more 
apparent at large scan rates. Indeed, at 20000 Vs-1, a full-width at 
half maximum of 178 ± 4 mV was found, whereas theoretical 
values expected from Butler-Volmer (BV) and Marcus-Hush-
Chidsey (MHC) theories are of 120 mV and 129 mV, respectively. 
In fact, MHC theory is more accurate and physically significant 
than Butler-Volmer one.[27,34–36] In this framework, at large 
overpotentials kET departs from its intrinsic exponential 
dependence with the electrode potential to potentially level out. 
This translates as broader CV shapes.[36–39] However, here 
overpotentials of less than 100 mV are concerned until 20000 Vs-

1, so that the larger full width at half maximum cannot be attributed 
to Marcus-Hush-Chidsey effects. These effects may only explain 
the small "tail" in the peak as confirmed by the numerical 
simulations presented in Figure S2. 
We underline that such deviations remain tiny and are frequently 
observed for adsorbed systems. Considering that the density of 
redox centers is low and that a large supporting electrolyte 
concentration is used, we will below neglect their interactions 
even if we are aware that this may be an oversimplification.[14] In 
the following, in order to examine more deeply the origin of this 
slight discrepancy, we complement the CV results with 
impedance ones performed onto exactly the same modified 
electrode and under the same conditions.  
Indeed, impedance provides the possibility to examine the 
behavior of a system at a given potential and is thus 
complementary to cyclic voltammetry.[40] For that, it is necessary 
that the system does not degrade, which limits the potential 
excursion. To check the SAM integrity, a control cyclic 
voltammogram was performed after each impedance spectrum 
acquisition. We observed that the surface coverage did not 
decrease by more than 5% compared to the one measured at the 
beginning of the experiment. 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy has been less used 
than cyclic voltammetry in molecular electrochemistry though 
Savéant et al. punctually demonstrated its interest.[41,42] For self-
assembled monolayers, Creager et al. proposed in 1998 
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impedance as an alternative method to assess electron transfer 
rates within self-assembled monolayers.[14,43–45] Here, the 
electrode is polarized at a potential Em, onto which is added a 
small sinusoidal perturbation of amplitude E, so that: 
 

 e     (1) 
 
with ω the angular frequency. The authors relied on the equivalent 
electrical model enclosed in the red box in Scheme 1a and we 
recall below the main formulations and conclusions. 

Scheme 1. Electrical equivalent schemes of the electrochemical cell. Rsol: 
solution resistance. CDL: double layer capacitance. a) At E  E0 several 
populations i

0 of electron transfer rate constants kETi
0 may contribute to the 

signal through different RCTi and Cadsi. These elements are absent at E << E0 in 
(b). Deviations at low frequencies are taken into account by additional high 
impedance elements represented in yellow (see text). 

In this model, the complex impedance Z of the system may be 
expressed as: 
 

	
°

	
°

	
°

	
°

 

(2) 
 
 
Where Γ0 is the density of molecules having n redox sites 
transferring electrons at the rate constant kET

0 onto the electrode 
of surface S ( is the charge transfer coefficient taken as 0.5 in all 
this study, R = 8.314 JK-1mol-1, F = 96485 C.mol-1 and T = 293 K).  
At low frequencies, faradaic processes are at equilibrium with the 
electrode potential and can thus be modeled with a potential-
dependent capacitance proportional to the surface coverage: 
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  (3) 

 
At very high frequencies, charge transfer kinetics interferes, and 
for kET

0 << ω the system is purely resistive, the charge transfer 
resistance RCT being expressed as:   
 

	 	
	

°

°    (4) 

 

One can notice that when the electrode is polarized at the 
standard potential of the redox process, that is, if Em = E°, 
equation (3) reduces to equation (5), and the rate constant kET

0 
can be determined with equation (6): 
 

	
	
	   (5)   			     (6) 

 
For real systems that display heterogeneities, capacitances are 
often replaced by a constant phase element (CPE) so that: 
 

	    (7) 

 
The parameter   (0 ≤  ≤ 1) reflects the heterogeneities.[40] When 
 = 1, QCPE is a pure capacitance, and conversely when  = 0, 
ZCPE is a pure resistance.  
In practice, one has to handle also the solution resistance Rsol and 
double layer capacitance CDL so that the global equivalent 
impedance for an ideal system is now expressed as:  
 

		 	     (8) 
 
This formulation demonstrates that at low frequencies or 
equivalently for Nernstian systems, the impedance is purely 
capacitive, being the sum of the adsorption and double layer 
capacitance. Hence impedance will be sensitive to adsorbed 
centers only provided that they are in sufficient number so that 
Cads is not negligible compared to CDL. At very high frequencies 
the response is dominated by the electrolyte resistance as usual 
in any impedance measurement. Therefore, the impedance is 
sensitive to the electron transfer kinetics only provided that the 
quantity RCTCads is non negligible compared to RsolCads and 
RsolCDL as detailed further in SI. 
These conclusions are reminiscent from those encountered in fast 
scan cyclic voltammetry for which one has to fulfill kET

0  1/RsolCDL 
to observe a significant peak shift. One difference however is that 
in CV, Γ0 only plays a role in the signal/noise resolution since the 
peak current is itself proportional to Γ0 but does not appear directly 
in the kinetic measurements. Conversely, it plays a major role in 
impedance through the term Cads which is important also in 
signal/noise resolution but also for kinetic determination through 
the term RCTCads. 
Whereas Creager et al. chose some frequencies and recorded 
the impedance in the so-called AC voltammetry configuration, we 
wished to avoid polarization of the electrode at oxidative 
potentials for a too long time to prevent SAM degradation.[14,43] 
We thus investigated a modified electrode by impedance 
spectroscopy in the frequency range 102 -107 Hz at fixed 
potentials. Figure 3 presents the results obtained at two potentials 
for the same electrode. We chose two complementary 
representations to interpret and fit our data. In the first one 
impedance modulus and phase are represented as a function of 
frequency in the classical Bode plots. In the second one, 
proposed by Bueno et al.,[46–48] the so-called complex capacitance 
C* is calculated with equation (9): 
 
∗ 	 j "	 	    (9) 
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The real (C') and imaginary (C'' or -C") capacitances can thus be 
represented in semi-log plots as a function of frequency. 
Alternatively, -C" versus C' Nyquist plots are provided in SI. The 
advantage of such approach is to provide a convenient 
visualization of data over a large range of frequencies. 

Figure 3. Analysis of impedance data acquired at Em = -0.150 V vs Pt << E0 
(cyan dots) and Em = +0.240 V vs Pt = E0 (blue dots) onto a gold ball 
ultramicroelectrode with an area of 10400 µm2. Pink line: simulation without 
faradaic process. Green line: simulations with a single faradaic process (RCT = 
908 Ω ; Cads = 8.01 nF,  = 0.912) ; Rsol = 1190 Ω ; CDL = 1.27 nF, DL = 0.948). 
Red line: simulations with 4 populations, each having its own RCTi and Cadsi value 
(RCT1 = 77700 Ω ; Cads1 = 1.64 nF, 1 = 0.891 ; RCT2 = 12000 Ω ; Cads2 = 1.84 nF, 
2 = 0.940 ; RCT3 = 1870 Ω ; Cads3 = 2.79 nF, 3 = 0.938 ; RCT4 = 758 Ω ; Cads4 = 
1.69 nF, 4 = 0.916 ; Rsol = 1190 Ω ; CDL = 1.18 nF, DL = 0.947).  a) Impedance 
b) Phase. c) Real capacitance C' d) Imaginary capacitance - C".  

At E << E0 (cf. Figure 3, cyan dots, see also Figure S3-S6) Cads = 
0. The response is dominated by the Rsol and CDL components 
which is translated into a peak in the –C'' component at  ≃  
RsolCDL (see SI for the analytical formulation). However, as 
observed for other self-assembled monolayers, the phase does 
not reach -90° for low frequencies as should be expected for a 
pure RC system (cf. Figure 3b). This is attributed to ion 
permeation into the layer, a potential-dependent artefact first 
described by Lennox et al.[49–51]. This can be accounted for by 
adding the additional high impedance circuits represented in 
yellow in Scheme 1 and further depicted in SI. Very large 
impedances are involved in those additional elements, so that 
they do not influence the behavior and fits in the high frequency 
region. They are better evidenced in the range 0.1-100 Hz (Figure 
S3-S6) that could be explored in this potential range. This 
behavior at low frequencies also explains the poor resolution of 
the faradaic peaks observed at low scan rates (i.e. 10 Vs-1, see 
Figure S1). The equivalent circuit is potential dependent and 
simplifies to a single resistance Rsurf at E  E0. Otherwise, we note 
that the value of CDL (0.731 nF at -0.150 V vs Pt polarization) is in 
agreement with the one that can be assessed though with less 
precision by cyclic voltammetry (0.75 nF at -0.150 V vs Pt on the 
CV at 2000 Vs-1). It will not be discussed further below and we 
focus now onto the high frequency range (102–107 Hz). 

When E gets closer to E0 (blue dots in Figure 3, see also Figures 
S7-S14), the phase shift transition occurs at lower frequencies, in 
agreement with apparition of the additional capacitance Cads. 
Impedance data were then analyzed in the framework presented 
above. In Figures 3a-d (green line), a single RCTCads circuit is 
added. A discrepancy is observed in the Bode plot and 
emphasized in the C" fits. Therefore, we progressively added 
other RCTiCadsi elements to include faster and slower electron 
transfers as suggested by Creager et al. and displayed in Scheme 
1.[44] The progressive improvement of the fit is presented in SI and 
in Figure 3. For 4 components, an excellent fit is obtained (see 
Scheme 1). The calculated kETi

0 and corresponding Γi
0 for one and 

four components are given in Table 1. In all fits, we note that  ≥ 
0.890 for expected CDL and Cads capacitances, so that the 
proposed electrical equivalent schemes are physically relevant.  
 
 

Table 1. Values of kinetic parameters kETi
0 and corresponding molecular 

coverages Γi
0 obtained at E = E0. Fits for impedance spectroscopy and 

simulation parameters used for reconstruction for cyclic voltammetry with 1 and 
4 populations.  

 Impedance Cyclic voltammetry 

 kETi
0 

(s-1) 
Γi

0 
(nmol.m-2) 

kETi
0 

(s-1) 
Γi

0 
(nmol.m-2) 

1 
population 

68700 ± 
2000 

80 ± 3 65000 75 

4 
populations 

3900 ± 200 17 ± 1 4000 13 

 22600 ± 
1000 

19 ± 2 25000 30 

 95800 ± 
3000 

28 ± 1 80000 23 

 390000 ± 
15000 

17 ± 1 400000 9 

 
Similarly, we analyzed further the oxidation and reduction peaks 
of the CVs at 4 different scan rates by incorporating 4 different 
rate constants. The results are presented in Figure 4 and Table 1 
for 20000 Vs-1 and in Figures S15-18 for lower scan rates. A very 
accurate reconstruction of both waves is observed, and the 
obtained values for rate constants and surface coverages are 
comparable to those obtained with impedance, confirming that the 
dispersion indeed originates from a distribution of kinetic rate 
constants, probably due to slightly different adsorption 
configurations onto the gold electrode.  
In our previous study, we analyzed the kinetics for different 
coverages and found that electron transfer was faster for less 
dense monolayers. All kET

0 were however found in the range 1.7-
5.8x105 s-1 whereas coverages were larger. The discrepancy is 
thus significant. Albeit there is no apparent influence of counter 
ion limitation, previous experiments were performed with 
tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate instead of 
tetrabutylamonium hexafluorophosphate that was used here. One 
possibility is that PF6

- and BF4
- contribute in the global 

reorganization energy and thus may influence kET
0. We suggest 

alternatively that in the present case, the contributions from 
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different populations are modified when electrode preparation, 
adsorption time and rinsing procedures are different. Surface 
roughness may also play a role that will be scrutinized in the future. 
This is probably involved by changes in the average distance 
between redox centers and the electrode. In the complex 
assemblies presented by the rotaxane, there are indeed many 
degrees of freedom. The ring may translate onto the axle, and the 
anchor is very flexible. Overall, the precise conformation of the 
adsorbed molecule is unknown and thus the distance between the 
ferrocene entities and the electrode, which regulates the 
electronic coupling and finally kET

0. For future integration of these 
giant supramolecular structures in devices, it will be essential to 
further tailor their interaction with the electrode to impose a single 
conformation.   
 

Figure 4. Reconstruction of the CV oxidation and reduction peaks at 20000 Vs-

1 taking into account 4 populations. Γi
0 and kETi

0 values are given in Table 1. 
 

  

Conclusion 

In this contribution, we demonstrated that impedance 
measurements performed in a large frequency range are 
complementary to voltammetric ones for investigating fast 
electron transfer within a complex supramolecular system. We 
showed with our combined approach that for the complex 
molecule 1, the kinetic behavior is complex and that a distribution 
of different populations with different rate constants on the 
electrode surface should be considered. We expect in the future 
to push further the methodology and include the interactions and 
possible recognition and conformation changes in the 
analysis.[20,52,53] In the example examined therein, CV and 
impedance data were consistent, but we expect that this may not 
be the case in the future for other systems, for example those that 
display molecular movements. The results obtained on molecule 
1 inform that even if flexibility of molecular devices may be an 
advantage compared to those used in conventional electronics, 
this may also introduce kinetic dispersions deleterious for 
practical applications. Solving these issues may be addressed 
either by appropriate molecular design or by the development of 
new surface preparation procedures.  

Experimental Section 

Electrode preparation and modification 

Gold ball ultramicroelectrodes were made by sealing a 30µm gold wire 
inside a glass pipet. About 100 µm of the wire protruded and was them 
melted in a butane flame. The electrode area was estimated by performing 
cyclic voltammetry in a ferrocene solution as described by Compton et 
al.[54] Prior to each experiment the gold surface was cleaned by applying 3 
cycles in the range -0.60 to 1.20 V vs Pt in a 0.50 M H2SO4 solution. The 
electrode surface was then reconstructed by flame annealing. We 
observed that this procedure provided the best reproducibility. Molecule 1 
was then adsorbed onto the electrode by immersion into a 10 µM solution 
of 1 in dichloromethane for at least 40 h in a fridge. Then, the electrode 
was rinsed and transferred in pure dichloromethane for 30 mins to remove 
any physisorbed molecule. The electrode was then directly transferred to 
the electrolyte solution. 

Electrochemical measurements 

For each electrode, all CV and impedance measurements were performed 
the same day in acetonitrile (VWR) + 0.50 M tetrabutylammonium 
hexafluorophosphate (Alfa Aesar, 98%) as supporting electrolyte. A 
platinum wire was used as counter electrode, and another platinum wire 
was used as a reference electrode. We indeed observed artefacts in the 
measurements at high frequencies with a classical Saturated Calomel 
Electrode (SCE) as often observed.[55] The Pt reference was calibrated 
versus SCE prior each experiment (EPt = 0.203 V vs ESCE). Impedance 
measurements were performed with an Autolab potentiostat equipped with 
the ECI10M module that allows impedance acquisitions up to 10 MHz. 
Prior each impedance spectrum acquisition, a control CV at 2000 Vs-1 was 
performed to check the SAM integrity. 6 frequencies per decade with an 
excitation amplitude of 10 mV were first acquired in the range 0.1 Hz–10 
MHz for 3 DC potentials below E0. Then, the same procedure was applied 
at 3 potentials E close to E0 but in the range 10 Hz-10 MHz to avoid 
degrading the SAM at low frequencies. The validity of impedance 
measurements was verified with Kramers-Krönig relations. Deviations at 
frequencies larger than 1 MHz are ascribed to limitations of the potentiostat. 
Fast scan measurements were performed in the range 10 – 40000 Vs-1 
with a home-made potentiostat allowing ohmic drop compensation.[56] All 
experiments were performed at room temperature (293 K). 

Data analysis 

Simulations of CVs were performed with a home-made Matlab program 
(Butler-Volmer) or with the Digielch® software (Marcus). For impedance 
data fitting and simulations, we used the 1.0.4 version of the Matlab 
(R2019a) program ZfitGUI developed by Jean-Luc Dellis (Laboratoire de 
la Physique de la Matière Condensée, UFR des Sciences, Amiens, 
France).[57] Mathematica® was used for establishing analytical 
expressions given in the supplementary information.  
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